Both conuntries renamed:
Socialist Republic of Romania
Socialist Federative republic of Yugoslavia
COMMENTS
In 1950: industrial workers 19% of the emplyed population
In 1988: 60% of the emplyed population.
Socialist wage policies reduced wage differences between
blue and white collar.
In 1969 more than 83% of working population were product
of social mass mobility; more than 43% had working class
origins, 25% peasants and only 14% had roots in inteligentsia.
Late 1960: peasants/workers const. 85% population, their
children only 47% at the university, the children of intelligentsia filled up to 50%.
In mid 1980: 87% of citizens born into the working class remained blue collar.
By 1974 more than 63% of non-manual workers were sons
and daughters of proletarian families. The intellectual elite
was composed of:

Constitution Romania 1965

1) creative elite similar to the traditional intelligentsia involved in scholarly and artistic pursuits
2) a new technocratic elite involved in industrial production
and management.

The power of people is based on
working-peasant alliance.
The working class - the leading
class in society - the peasantry,
the intellectuals, the other categories of working people... creating
the conditions for the transitions
to communism.
Great National Assembly + the office of the president of the republic
(1974 amendement)
No more references to the Soviet
Union but “friendship and collaboration with the socialist countries in the spirit of socialist internationalism”.

Party canon was that the intelligentsia was not a class but a
separate social stratum working in harmony with the proletariat.
Ceauşescu’s speech on 21st August 1968, strongly condemning the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia.
Between 1950 and 1975, Romania’s economy grew at one
of the fastest rates in the world and in the 1960s and early
1970s, Ceaușescu was considered one of the “enlightened”
Eastern European leaders.Through his domestic policies, he
tried in the late 1960s to get the support of the people, as
he increased wages, reformed the pension system and encouraged consumption by decreasing the prices of consumer
goods. Early in the 1970s, the Western countries were willing
to fund Romania’s acquisition of technology through loans
given on political considerations.The debts of Romania to
Western creditors rose from just $1.2 billion in 1971 to a peak
of $13 billion in 1982.The 1970s energy crisis combined with
the increase in interest rates made Romania incapable of
repaying its debts. Ceaușescu started an austerity program
without reforming Romania’s centralised and inflexible planning.Domestic energy resources were channelled towards
the inefficient production of goods intended to be exported.
Even basic necessities, such as food, heating, electricity and
medical care were rationed and infrastructure was left to
decay.Due to the austerity programme, by 1983, the standard of living had fallen by 19-40 percent, according to IMF
figures.
(source: Wikipedia)

The basis of the economy is socialist ownership of the means of
production. Cooperative farmers
permitted to own some livestock
and tools, certain craftsmen are
guaranteed ownership of their
workshops and peasants not in cooperatives permitted to own small
parcels of land and some farm implements.

Pepsi Cola factory opened in Constanta in 1967.
COMTURIST shops - Western goods could be purchased in
hard currency.
Culture:
Romania is opening to the world. Various state visits; USA,
UK, countries of the Non-aligned movement. Richard Nixon
visits in 1969. Cultural exchanges of all sorts.
American painting since 1945, opened in 1969 in Bucharest,
Timisoara, Cluj and was organized by the International Art
Program of the Smithsonian Institute, USA.
In 1971 - July theses - Ceausescu’ speech against intelligentsia. A return to strict guideliness of socialist realism, strict
ideological confirmity in the humanities and socical sciences
was demanded.
Number of museums in 1973: 331 and the number of visitors:
11 million.
The aim od culture - the progress of socialist society.
Culture is present everywhere it is not longer the prerogative
of the elite but the property of the people as a whole. The
purpose is to present reality in all its variety and complexity.
Neither idealism nor nihilism is compatible with the essence
of realist art.
1977 - Helsinki accords - a disident movement surfaced.

COMMENTS
1974 constitution added the right to self-determination.
The new Constitution reduced the State Presidency from
twenty-three to nine members, with equal representation
for each republic and province and a position for the president of the League of Communists. Kosovo and Vojvodina,
the two constituent provinces of Serbia, received substantially increased autonomy, including de facto veto power in
the Serbian parliament.
The constitution also proclaimed Josip Broz Tito president
for life.

1963 AND 1974
CONSTITUTIONS
OF YUGOSLAVIA
SFRY is a socialist democratic
community based on the power of the working people and on
self-management.
Federal Executive Council + President of the Republic are both acting as executive organs of the National Assembly.
Socialism - socialist social relations - bortherhood & unity & solidarity.
Social ownership of the means of
production (social property, not
anymore state property).

In 1972, Mihailo Đurić (sociologist and philospher) was expelled from the University of Belgrade, tried and sentenced
to 9 months in prison for his criticism of the 1971 Constitutional Amendments (Yugoslavia turning from federation into
confederation, decentralisation)
Slobodan Samardžić (politician and academic) on 1974 constitution: The constitution envisoned a form of dual sovereignity, the bearers of which were the “working class and all
working people” on the one hand, and the “nations and nationalities” of Yugoslavia on the other.
1965 economic reform, legislative framework for market
socialism to allow enterprises to keep a large share of their
earned income - “proto capitalist constallation” (Gal Kirn).
Formation of technocracy that cooperated with local and
regional political elites.
1968 student protests, against “red burgeoise”, against social
stratification
Consumer culture - new middle class. Stipe Šuvar (Yugoslav
politician and sociologist) estimated in 1960 that 2% of the YU
population had reached the living standard of the capitalist
middle class, 10 % were close to it but 20% lived on existential minimum.
Milan Kangrga (Yugoslav philosopher, Praxis school) sees three
reasons for strenghtening of the middle class (1971, Praxis):
1) in 1945 communists politically won the revolution...the
burgeois soc-economic relationships have not been completely removed
2) introduction of parlamentarism
3) workers self-management

The basis of the social-economic
system of Yugoslavia is free, associated work with socially owned
means of labor, and self-management of the working people in production and in distribution of the
social product in the working organization and social community.

Primacy of national interests over class interests.
Šuvar puts cultural workers and artisans also in the middle
class.
Social differentiation process (education, urbanisation etc),
socialist modernization created new middle class.
In the 1980’s post 2WWW social mobility was increasingly
closed.
In 1980 “privatniki” (private owners) boasted some of the
highest earnings in the country.

Emancipation of work, which supersedes the historically conditioned inequality and dependence
of people in work, which is assured by the abolition of wage-labor relations, by self-management
of the working people, by comprehensive development of the productive forces, by the diminishing
of the socially necessary labor
time, by the development of science, culture, and technology, and
by the continual expansion of education; every form of government
is created by the working class &
working people themselves.
Subject to the restrictions and
under the conditions provided
by law, citizens may by personal
work perform agricultural, handicraft and other services or similar
activities in order to gain income.
The extent and the conditions
under which citizens may have
right of ownership to the means
of work and business premises to
perform agricultural, handicraft
and other services or similar activities by personal work, shall be
determined by law.
No one shall employ the work of
others to gain income.
Subject to the restrictions and
conditions determined by law, the
work of other persons may be employed in agricultural production,
the handicraft trades and in other
services or similar activities carried on by citizens with their own
means of work.

Members of YU elite regarded themselves as Marxists.
Question of civil society (1980s) abandoned critique and became power in the 1990 in Slovenia.
Branka Magaš (left wing journalist): lack of interest in working-class issues by the critical intelligentsia through the Yugoslavia.
Tomaž Mastnak (sociologist and politologist): dissillusionment with socialism carried with it a rejection of the working-class as a vanguard class.
Tito dies in 1980.
The 1980s economic crisis in Yugoslavia: In the 1980s the
Yugoslav economy entered a period of continuous crisis. Yugoslavia took on a number of IMF loans and subsequently
fell into heavy debt. Yugoslavia’s main concern was unemployment. Deteriorating living conditions during the 1980s
caused the Yugoslavian unemployment rate to reach 17
percent, while another 20 percent were underemployed. In
1989 Yugoslav federal Prime Minister went to Washington
to meet with Bush, to negotiate a new financial aid package. In return for assistance, Yugoslavia agreed to even more
sweeping economic reforms, which included a new devalued
currency, another wage freeze, sharp cuts in government
spending, and the elimination of socially owned, worker-managed companies. Rising inflation. The institutional
changes culminated in eighteen new laws that declared an
end to the self-management system and associated labor.
While public companies were allowed to be partially privatised, mostly through investment, the concepts of social
ownership and worker councils were still retained.
(source: Wikipedia)
Culture:
To replace “statist” culture by the “socialized” culture -- part
of self-management.
Work as culture: culture of working environment + decisions
on the organisation and conditions of work and the distribution of surplus value.
Integrate the sphere of culture with the sphere of work.
Work organizations financed films, forma viva, materials for
artists, studios...
“Dinar for culture” - working organizations sponsoring cultural events.
Artist would not need to fight for a special status that differs
from the status of other citizens or for privileged positions.
the transformation of all forms of human labour into creative activity.

The working people shall be the
sole holder of power and government of social affairs. The citizens shall attain self-government
directly at meetings of the electorate, by referendum, or by other forms of direct decision in the
working organization, commune,
and other social-political communities, and indirectly through
their delegates, whom they shall
elect to the organs of management
of the working and other autonomous organizations and to the
representative bodies of the social-political communities.

